Logicdata Electronic- und Software Entwicklungs GmbH is focusing on customer excitement and sustainability straight through all the companies’ activities. State of the art standards and technologies are an integral part of our attitude and operating principles. They are essential for our success and our ambitious goal to be the worldwide leading mechatronics company now and in the future. We as a company always strive for perfection, internally as well as in cooperation with our strategic partners.

Logicdata therefore commits to this quality & environmental policy that derives from the vision, mission and strategy.

We:

- provide constructive framework conditions to derive ambitious goals on a regularly basis
- assure compliance to all relevant regional, national and international laws and regulations
- live a ISO9001 / 14001 based management system as a fundamental company guideline
- operate professional business process management
- follow a zero defect strategy, no epidemic failures as goals
- perform proactive risk management
- continuously improve of our management systems and enhancement of our quality & environmental performance
- perform proactive quality management (FMEA, PPAP, PSO, ...)
- follow the “produce quality, don’t inspect” philosophy
- address and improve COPQ (cost of poor quality)
- integrate lessons learned in the organizations processes and activities
- assess and improve the ecological footprint of our products continuously
- include ecological aspects / assessments in all our processes
- cooperate with our supply chain partners to improve their environmental performance
- implement state-of-the-art technology in our products and our buildings
- commit to protect the environment and avoid environmental burden